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"If you had it to do all over again, would you choose UWM? Why or why
Definitely
If I could do it all over again I would choose UWM because its a university and it provides you with a lot of
helpful resources and programs. It's a very diverse university which helped me become more successful within
It is convenient and the professors are incredible.
I enjoyed UWM both the campus and faculty very much!
I grew up near UWM and it is nice to be close to home. I met so many friends here, as well!
Wonderful school in a great setting for social work
The variety of programs offered many different choices for me to choose from. The social welfare program is
widely known and has offered me many different opportunities to make connections with agencies in the
community of Milwaukee. Milwaukee is the location in which I would like to base my practice.
It's a great campus, with awesome professors that are always there to help
I liked the classes, easy and comfortable school style
UWM had great opportunities to learn from great professors who showed and shared their knowledge and
passion. UWM was also convient in location for me and had amazing transportaion opportunities with MCTS to
It is close to home and the teachers were all great!
I've grown to love the Milwaukee area. The teachers are great. If I ever needed help or assistance they were
there. Advising staff has helped me to get where I am today and I am thankful for that. They showed me that
graduating in 4 years is possible even after switching majors half way through as long as you put in a lot of hard
work and effort. Campus is easy to get around and I love that it can both be quiet and lively.
It has a good Criminal Justice Program
UWM was a school that I knew I wanted to go to from the beginning. It was a perfect distance from my home, in
case I wanted to go home on weekends, and right now I commute and it is a perfect distance. UWM also has
some great classes that they offer, and the professors are outstanding and really take pride it what they teach.
UWM made it easy to get information about what I need to do to obtain my degree.
I did not start my college career at UW Milwaukee. I started at UW Stevens Point then transferred to UW
Manitowoc before attending UW Milwaukee. If I had to do it all over again, I would start right away at UW
Milwaukee. I admire the structure of the 4 year programs offered at UW Milwaukee, especially for my major
which is Social Work. I enjoy the campus atmosphere and I also enjoy of all my professors and how dedicated
Reasonable tuition cost, great teachers, well respected institution, flexible class schedules
UWM has great professors. I feel like there is an opportunity for everyone here. It is also very student friendly as
I attended three colleges throughout my undergraduate career and enjoyed my academic experience at UWM
Close to home and good program for criminal justice degree
I like Milwaukee
I enjoyed my tenure here at UWM, met a lot of great people and loved the campus!
Wonderful school, great campus, great people. I really enjoyed my time at uwm
UWM is a great university and I could not imagine if i went anywhere else
I love the programs offered here.
The university has provided me with ample support that I did not receive at a fellow 4-yr university. The quality
of education here at UWM is drastically underestimated.
My time at UWM has been an amazing adventure. I have met people who will remain close friends for the rest of
my life. I would definitely choose UWM again.
I felt the faculty in my program were very educated and experienced, which made me very happy with my
It was a great campus with good courses and great professors. I really enjoyed it here.

Great school
I enjoyed many of my professors and advisors at UWM. They were very helpful and cared about my success.
The Social Welfare program here is outstanding. All my professors were very credible.
I enjoy the location, the atmosphere, and the diversity on campus.
In general, I love the city of Milwaukee. I felt that UWM was a great choice to pursue a degree in Social Work
due to the hands on nature of the program.
Love the school and the atmosphere.
I feel that UWM has been very supportive in my educational endeavor .
I have come to the conclusion that UWM was a good choice when comparing field programs with other people
that went to different schools.
It was a very diverse environment with a relatively low cost compared to other state universities.
Transferring to UW-Milwaukee has been the best decision I have ever made in my life. I came from a really
rough upbringing and ran with a wild crowd for a long time and because of that I never really put much faith in
myself or my skills. There have been professors and people here at UW-Milwaukee that have gone above and
beyond their job descriptions to help me out be it within office hours for a course, counseling services at Norris,
or just someone to cheer me on. I am eternally grateful for UW-Milwaukee because it is here where I learned
not just what can be taught in a book but truly what it means to be great. I look forward to my future and will
always look fondly to my time here as an undergraduate. Thank you so much to everyone that I have met on and
I love the campus and I love being a part of the Track & Field Family
Great diversity and learning experience
I loved the environment.
Probably
It is closest to me.
Did well here, but may have enjoyed a small college out of the city as well - more personal.
If I had to do it all over again, I would choose UWM because of the diversity that the city provides. In a field such
as social work, diversity is a key factor.
The program and the professes were great.
I had a great experience but it might have been fun to go somewhere warm.
I enjoyed my classes I took and the professors that helped me along the way. The campus was also convenient in
The only element I would of changed would be taking ROTC while here, which I could of maybe done at UWSP
Yes, because I like the atmosphere of UWM, as well as being able to have T.A's be apart of helping my learning
experience at UWM.
The campus is pretty close to home and thus a pretty easy commute.
I like the many different degrees offered
close to home/family
Only a small amount of classes felt as if they connected to the degree I was working towards.
It was cost effective and convient
There is a variety of Federal, State and Local agencies centered around Criminal Justice
Great opportunities available in Milwaukee for a student that is willing to take them.
It is one of the most beneficial Criminal Justice program with very good internship opportunities.
I met some amazing people and life long friends and teachers that have impacted my career.
I gained a lot of knowledge while in school here.
Yes I would, I love how the campus is so close together
Closer to my home.
easy commute to campus, relatively helpful professors and TA's
I wanted to attend University of Madison. ONce I figured out that I wanted to get a degree in social work I knew
that UWM was an excellent choice.

Probably No
To expensive.
I would've loved to be in warmer climate & maybe a bigger city.
The name and reputation of the school could be more prestigious.
Costs to live in the dorms are too high, costs to live in surrounding areas are too high, overpriced parking for
people who commute, poor educational advising.
I would have attended a school that focuses more on Criminal Justice as a university.
No rating
Close to home

